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I Train, Therefore I Am
Leadership is a vast concept of skills, and abilities in execution.
Effectivity and efficiency goes hand in hand upon leading
various types of individuals and organizations. Moreover, the
notion of training hone empowering leaders in the future;
hence, the participation of Alas Oplas & Co., CPAs in the BKR
Asia-Pacific’s Future Leader’s Program.
The event took place at the Mandarin Hotel in Bangkok,
Thailand running from 4th to the 6th of July 2022. By being one
of the members from the Philippines, Alas Oplas were
represented by eighteen (18) young and dynamic leaders.
Apart from the country, there was also participation on the
side of Malaysia, India, and Australia.
Upon the first day, there is
the Chair of BKR Asia Pacific
Board Ms. Carine Tan in
breaking the ice and
welcoming the attendees.
The organization through BKR Asia-Pacific Region was a
representation of an annual leadership training. In the
manner of a three-day event, it became a healthy ground for
establishing efficient leaders. It was held during the Senior
Managing Partner of Alas Oplas & Co., CPAs’ term as Chair in
2019, Ms. Marycris Oplas.
Despite the global crisis we faced, declining face-to-face
training in 2020, there was a go signal to recommence the
annual program alongside its main topic, “Seven Habits of
Highly Effective People,” conducted by Mennen Aracid. The
BKR Asiapac was in partnership with Covey Leadership
Institute.
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A Glimpse Behind Alas Oplas’ Workshop

A year of breakthrough, twenty twenty-two, where
Alas Oplas & Co., CPAs unraveled an ensuing
workshop. According to the CEO of Campbell’s Doug
Conant, the true victory lies not only in the
marketplace but by winning first in the workplace. It
is essential in every entity that they do not solely
target the satisfaction of their clients, but also of
their employees.
In view of this, Alas, Oplas & Co., CPAs drives the
Human Resources spirit by an invigorating sense of
accountability in dealing with the most important
asset of the company– its people. Hence, the
emergence of a workshop for the employees as a
labor of appreciation.
Entitled “Empowering the Enablers”, the workshop
runs from 9am to 6pm. It was held on the 17th of
August 2022 at the Alabang Office. Moreover, there
were eight (8) participants face to face and other
joined via MS Teams – which was headed by Ms.
Jenny C. Catapang, the Director for Human
Resources. The aforementioned workshop was
facilitated by Ms. Cris Lorenzana of TrainingEdge, Inc.
An essential empowering tool must be human
excellence which partakes when satisfaction is met;
hence, in Alas Oplas HR, employees first.
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Unveiling Programa de Secondment
Attributable to the
global crisis,
COVID-19, there
were only remote
responsibilities.
Therefore having
an effect towards
on-site withhold of
various programs
or international
activities.

Sarah Jane Estillore
Anne Marica Austria

After two (2) years
of closed borders
due to banned
international
travels, Alas Oplas
& Co., CPAs
recommenced its
secondment
program.
From the Head office and team of Ms. Loraine San Pedro, they sent audit
manager Sarah Jane Estillore and senior auditor Anne Maricar Austria. This was
for the sole purpose of a 5-month secondment to Walker Wayland, NSW in
Sydney Australia.
Talking about Walker Wayland, they are a member of Australia’s peak
accounting bodies– the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia.
Moreover, they are currently a member of BKR International.
In accordance with HR Director, Jenny Cabello-Catapang, she is happy to see
both individuals from where there was a fun-filled learning experience with
great people of Walker Wayland. She granted them an enjoyance of their daily
work life in NSW, Sydney Australia.
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AOC South
Smashing
Beyond Firm:
A Badminton
Tournament
Contentment is not just confined in the joys of
work, but by life together. Work-life balance plays
a vital role in job satisfaction as much as 8.3%
(Silaban and Margaretha, 2021). Alas Oplas & Co.,
CPAs (AOC) showcased their work-life
diversification through smashing rifts and building
trust, a badminton tournament. AOC South held
the first sports event in various centers, running on
different dates of the year.
First of the three took place on the 13th of August
in 2022 at Racquettaz Badminton Center.
Throughout the course of the tournament, there
was a utilization of a theme, “Run, Jump, Throw:
Stay Fit, Keep Healthy, and Have Fun”.
Participants were collectively forty-five (45) in
number, which were segregated into team colors.
White, being led by Julius; John as Black’s team
captain; Blue under the leadership of Philip; and
Christian for the Green team. Vice captains of
each color are Mauro, Arnold, Habib, and Jayter,
respectively.
Moreover, the second event transpired at Silang
Badminton Center a week after the first one– 20th
of August, 2022. Upon getting insights from the
event attendees, Marian Lustria from the Green category claimed that spending time with her
colleagues outside the workplace setting is a refreshing activity. Blue’s vice captain Habib
Dubar made a realization on competitiveness not just applicable on profession but also on
sports; hence, building camaraderie. In a new hire’s perspective, John Louie Sierra as team
captain of Black felt the warmth in AOC’s welcoming. He particularly shared, “I look forward to
sharing more memories with them,”.
On the 10th of September 2022, the finale hit the court once more at Silang Badminton Center.
AOC South’s love for racket is boundless, the passion for badminton is happiness.
As the badminton tournament come to a halt, the Chairman, Mr. Donnies Alas, provided his
message for the participants. He extended his congratulations wholeheartedly and recognition
to the efforts of the AOC Cavite teams, specifically for expressing their desire to win. He
muttered, “Hope all are in good spirits of oneness in sports and in work,”.
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Alas Oplas' Appearance
in an Accountancy Week 2022

In celebration of Accountancy Week, a
sponsorship of Alas Oplas Co., CPAs happened
to be beneficial towards the Junior Philippine
Institute of Accountants. JPIA is an
organization embodying the responsive and
responsible young Accountants. They establish
activities to provide a nurturing environment–
promoting a training ground for professional
growth.
As a tradition to acknowledge the
industriousness of these leaders, there was an
accolade bestowed for various esteemed
Accounting students. A total of eighteen (18)
plaques were sponsored by Alas Oplas Co.,
CPAs.
Professional development occurs in an
environment of appreciation and satisfaction, a
healthy environment. Amidst the birth of a
pandemic, a culture bringing forth hardships to
light is as important as a title; hence, the birth
of Accountancy Week.
The event covered by JPIA happened at the Dr.
Filemon C. Aguilar Memorial College of Las
Pinas, specifically by the covered court. The
gathering successfully took place on the 13th of
July 2022.
The firm, Alas Oplas Co., CPAs, extends their
warmth and welcome to the interns and
graduates through Ms. Marycris Oplas’ speech,
the Managing Partner. She also provided an
encouraging speech, “We are the best
alternative to the big four in terms of
professional growth as we are rapidly
expanding,”.
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We welcome your comments and feedback.
Please email us at aocheadoffice@alasoplascpas.com
or you may visit our
Website: www.alasoplascpas.com

Beyond Numbers is a periodic e-newsletter of Alas Oplas & Co., CPAs which
underscores its people, its services, and the events, occasions, and activities it
conducts and participates in. The e-newsletter aims to reflect the Firm's culture,
commitments, values, and practices, and is solely directed for communication
purposes.

